Coffee, Coffee Buzz Buzz Boni!
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All the studies these days suggest that Coffee is not only good for you, but essential to your health! We hope the energy from these questions keeps you going all night long ;)

Note: *This Boni is worth up to 15 points. If you use the Internet it is worth up to 5 points. Please indicate whether you used the internet on your answer sheet!*

**I. All Hopped Up and Nowhere to Go**

Name the Following Coffee Drinks Based on the Description of their Ingredients

1) Espresso, “Marked” with a dollop of foam
2) Espresso, Ice Cream
3) Espresso, steamed half-and-half
4) Coffee, Espresso
5) Espresso, “Corrected” with liqueur
6) Coffee, steamed milk
7) Espresso, Steamed Milk, Small amount of milk foam
8) Espresso, Milk Foam
9) Espresso, Maple Ice Cream Shaped like a Waffle
10) Concentrated Espresso
11) Espresso, Whipped Cream
12) Double Shot of Espresso
13) Espresso, Steamed Milk, Small amount of foam, chocolate
14) Espresso, Equal Parts Steamed Milk and Foam
15) Espresso, Hot Water

**II. Around The World**

Identify the top 20 Coffee Producing Countries by Flag (In Order):
III. Let's Grab a Coffee Some Time!

Coffee is a social experience and Coffee Shops evoke for many a very particular television show. Answer the following questions about Friends!

36) Every week the TV Guide comes to Chandler and Joey's apartment. What name appears on the address label?
37) What did Phoebe change her name to when she realizes she can change it to anything?
38) What is the name of Chandlers' father's all-male burlesque show?
39) What is Chandler Bing's job?
40) How many episodes in the series do not have titles that begin with "The One.."
41) In the first ever episode Rachel ran away from her wedding to Barry. What was Barry's surname?
42) What did Monica and Chandler call their twins?
43) Who did Joey act as a butt double for?
44) Who was the only friend to kiss every other friend?
45) What is the name of Joey's penguin?
46) What real place was the coffee shop Central Perk based on?
47) What was Joey's imaginary friend's name and his occupation?
48) Chandler hates dogs. What does Ross hate?
49) What did Carol and Susan suggest they name their child if it was a girl?
50) What is the name of Monica and Ross' father?
51) What was Emily's response when Ross told her he loved her?
52) What was Chandler's response when Ross kept on repeating the word "pivot"?
53) What does Phoebe say her tattoo is?
54) Other than Rachel, which friend worked in Central Perk?
55) Which friend sings "Smelly Cat"?
56) Which soap opera does Joey star in?
57) Why did Chandler break up with his first girlfriend?
58) At what age did Chandler lose his virginity?
59) What did the duck eat that made him sick?
60) In "The One Where They All Turn Thirty," at what age does Rachel say she wants to have a kid?